
Snakes

A healthy snake:

Free of ectoparasites and internal parasites (do a faecal examination to check for
endoparasites).

No longitudinal skin folds – this indicated dehydration; the body should be round and
plump.

No open wounds.
Spine and ribs should be palpable but not visibly sticking out – this can indicate

anorexia or sudden weight loss.
No pussy or ‘cheesy’ material anywhere on the snake, in the mouth or nostrils this

indicates mouth rot. No retained skin on the snake’s body, especially on the tip of the
tail as this indicated improper husbandry or a sick or weak snake. Clear, regular

breathing, there should be no coughing, sneezing or wheezing – this is likely indicative
of pneumonia. Throat should be smooth looking; if it looks ‘puffy’ or is ‘pulsing’ then

there is also the suspicion of respiratory illnesses. Snakes only have one functional lung
so they are easily affected by respiratory illnesses. Clean, clear mouth and nostrils –

puss or a bubbly discharge usually shows a respiratory infection or mild mouth rot. The
spine should be straight and flexible. When the snake is picked up at the center of its
body, it should be able to hold both sides of its body horizontally and not droop limply;

this is a sign of weakness.

Common disorders:

Retained shed: this is when the snake does not shed all of its skin in one piece. When a
snake is at optimal health and the husbandry requirements are met, it should shed all of
its skin in one continual piece, like removing a stocking. The dead skin is most commonly
retained over the eyes resulting in decreased vision or on the tip of the tail resulting in
necrosis. Most retained sheds can be gently picked off, soaked off or they may come

off with the next shed if the cause of the shed to be retained is corrected.

Mouth rot (infectious stomatitis): this is usually caused by unsanitary cage conditions,
stress or injuries in the mouth. A white pussy or ‘cheesy’ exudates begins to form

around the gums and if left untreated will spread in the mouth even until the tracheal
opening is occluded, leading to death. The mouth must be regularly cleaned and

antibiotics and sometimes an antibiotic cream will also be used. The cause of the
problem also needs to be identified and corrected.

Burns: as snakes are ectothermic they need external heat to regulate their body
temperature. Often if implements such as ‘hot rocks’ are used the snake will not move
off quickly enough and actually receive contact burns as these heating devices often
are not set to turn off at a maximum temperature so will get exceedingly hot. Light

bulbs are another culprit as snakes tend to curl up around them and burn themselves.



The best way to avoid this is to use an enclosed light source and an inaccessible under
floor heating pad. Burn wounds must be thoroughly cleaned and then treated with a

silver sulphadiazine cream. Ensure that the burnt area sheds along with the rest of the
snake.

Internal parasites: Snakes often contract parasites such as Amoebas, Trichomonads,
Trematodes, Cestodes, Nematodes and Coccidia. A faecal examination is needed to

diagnose the specific infestation but if you are not encountering any problems, it is still
a good idea to ‘parasite flush’ your snake every 4 months to ensure good health.

Respiratory ailments: Pneumonia is a common disorder for snakes, especially boas and
Burmese pythons. These snakes come from tropical areas and therefore do not

hibernate, so their systems cannot cope without constant heat. The most common cause
of pneumonia is when the terrarium temperature drops too far for too long. The

animal’s immune system becomes compromised and is attacked by any opportunistic
pathogen. Some pneumonias are very antibiotic resistant so a Trans Tracheal Aspirate

and culture is often needed to treat the animal effectively. Nebulising these patients is
also very important.

Bite wounds: if a snake is not particularly hungry or not a good feeder, they run into
the problem of being bitten by their prey. This is one of the many reasons that live
prey should NEVER be fed. These bite wounds can easily get infected or can even be

deep enough to sever the snake’s spinal cord. The bites must be cleaned thoroughly and
treated with antibiotics, painkillers and an antibiotic cream.

Ideal environmental temperatures (degrees Celsius):

Boa Constrictor: 28
Burmese Python: 25 – 30

Ball Python: 25 – 30
King Snake: 23 – 30
Corn Snake: 23 – 30
Rat Snake: 22 - 28
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